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Zoos myth and reality answers

In recent years, the zoo has been the subject of thorough public scrutiny and criticism. In response, many have tried to repain themselves as institutions dedicated to wildlife protection, public education and animal welfare. But most zoos have failed to live up to their propaganda and vast numbers of zoo
animals continue to endure lives of misery and deprivation. From the smallest amateur operations to the largest professional facilities, almost all zoos generally claim to be making important contributions to conservation by participating in endangered species captive propagation initiatives and public
education programming. The world buzzword for zoos is conservation. But nearly 10,000 zoos are organized worldwide, accounting for tens of thousands of people and billions of dollars in operating budgets, and only a small percentage allocate the resources needed to participate in captive propagation
initiatives, and few provide practical support for the self-protection of wildlife and natural habitats. So far, the record of re-entry into the wild is disappointing. Only 16 species have established a self-reliant population in the wild as a result of captive breeding efforts, and most of the programs were started
by government wildlife agencies, not zoos. The zoo's contribution in this regard involves supplementing the existing wild population with a small number of captive-born individuals who are minimal, often not prepared for life in the wild. As the hubry of captive breeding as a major conservation tool
becomes apparent to those in the industry, many zoos now rely on education to justify themselves. However, the zoo is teaching visitors about wildlife protection and habitat protection, and their claims to motivate the public to participate directly in wildlife protection work do not stand in the way of
investigation. The truth is that in most zoos, the primary vehicle for education - animals in cages - actually exists scant empirical evidence to prove that it teaches someone anything. In fact, seeing animals in cages can be educationally counterproductive by conveying the wrong kind of message to the
public. In addition, the army of protectionists that zoos should have produced never materialized if their claims were true. There is one problem: humane treatment, but at least in principle, there appears to be broad consensus. As long as wildlife is held captive, it should be treated humanely. Studies have
shown that animals can suffer physically, mentally and emotionally. For this reason, captive environments should be complex enough to compensate for the lack of natural freedom and choice, and they should facilitate the expression of natural movements and behavioral patterns. This principle is widely
supported by modern A community of various articles, books and television documentaries. But despite their best intentions or claims, most animals in North American zoos are still consigned to life miserable in old, new, small, poor enclosures that don't meet their biological and behavioral needs. Many in
the zoo industry will ginge at this statement and point to numerous improvements in the zoo sector. They will argue that the animals have moved from zoo-style entertainment centers exhibited in forbidden, sterile, biologically irrelevant cages to kinder, gentler, scientifically based institutions. However,
most of the development of zoo animal houses and livestock is abstract and offers little benefit to animals. For example, a new Arctic art deco called Arctic Art Deco, rising from zoos across the continent, consistently ignores the animal's natural biology and behavior. Man-made rocks and hard-bottomed
surfaces are typically similar to Flintstones movies, which are set more than the arctic's natural ice and polar bear's tundra habitat. This exhibition is made for the public and deceived into believing that things are getting better. What they truly achieve is more misery and deprivation. In addition, many new
exhibits are rarely larger than sterile, by the prohibition of days gone by cages. And if you look at off-display maintenance and service areas, such as prisons, in most zoos where many animals spend a significant portion of their lives, it is evidence of hypocrisy that argues that the hypocrisy of zoos is
better for animals than in the past. If everything behind the invisible bar is not well behind the invisible bars of north America's more luxurious zoos, more transparent problems are found in the hundreds of standard roadside zoos that dotted the continent. This amateur work falls well below any
professional standards and does not cause misery and death for thousands of animals. My own investigation revealed animals in visible pain lying uns protected from the glare of the entire hot summer sun; primates in a infertile cage with no chance to climb; Black bears stand in a stagnant med of water
filled with feces, begging for wounded marshmallows to fight wounded. Nocturnal animals are kept without shade or privacy; waterless animals; And the list goes on. Many zoos, including those that meet industry guidelines, produce predictable surpluses each year from private collectors, animal auctions,
circuses and animals in the hands of novelty acts, substandard zoos and even canned hunting operations filmed with trophies. If you look at the zoo industry's compliance with its standards (which, in the author's view, does not necessarily constitute adequate standards), shows how bad the situation is. Is.
Only 26 facilities, more than 10 percent of Canada's approximately 200 public exhibiting facilities, were considered to meet the criteria of the Canadian Association of Zoos and Aquariums (CAZA). In the United States, approximately 175 of the 1,800-2,000 licensed wildlife exhibitors, including biomedical
research institutes, breeding facilities, small exhibitors, travel fairs, and educational programs using live animals, zoos and aquariums, are certified by the National Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), less than 10 percent of all facilities. Times are changing, and with them, public attitudes. More and
more members of the public attack the confinement of animals in poor conditions. Zoos across the continent are feeling the pressure. When you take wild animals captive, you have to accept that they have to meet their needs. Is there a good captive environment in which the biological and behavioral
needs of animals are met? The answer is yes. A recent survey of north American black bear and gray wolf facilities in Juchek Canada showed many outstanding exhibits of animals exhibiting a variety of natural movements and behaviors. But they are almost far between. Can zoos make useful
contributions to conservation and education? Again, the answer is yes. The Uk's 2rrell Wildlife Conservation Trust (Jersey Zoo), for example, clearly shows that zoos can be leaders in conservation education and wildlife conservation. But in reality, there is very little. I can't understand why more
responsible segments of the zoo industry haven't come to their senses and the obvious acknowledge - the zoo's current status is impossible. Zoos can voluntarily adopt humane policies and practices, push for the closure of rogue facilities, participate in advocating laws to help wildlife, and kicking and
screaming into the new millennials. It is their choice. Rob Laidlaw is managing director of Juchek Canada, which he helped found in 1988. He is an expert in captive wildlife issues and has conducted nearly 1,000 zoo, circus and wildlife display inspections across Canada and the United States. For more
information www.zoocheck.com to The New York City Or call (416) 285-1744. This article contains somewhat graphic videos - if you skip the video and select it, you can read an article to learn about this news event starting February 10, 2014. Source: Blackfish is a documentary about captive whales.
 Here's an article about this documentary that can give you an idea of current news events related to the debate on the subject of zoos (in this case, Mr. World). world).
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